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A new construction method for semi-partial geometries is given and new 
examples of semi-partial geometries are deduced. Further, several constructions of 
spreads of the quadratic Q-(5,4) are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A semi-partial geometry (SPG) is an incidence structure S = (P, B, 1) of 
points and lines satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) Each point is incident with 1 + t (t > 1) lines and two distinct 
points are incident with at most one line. 
(ii) Each line is incident with 1 + s (s > 1) points and two distinct 
lines are incident with at most one point. 
(iii) If two points are not collinear, then there are p @ > 0) points 
collinear with both. 
(iv) If a point x and a line L are not incident, then there are 0 or a 
(a > 1) points which are collinear with x and incident with L (i.e., there are 
0 or Q points xi and resp. 0 or c1 lines L, such that xILiIxiIL). 
Semi-partial geometries were introduced by Debroey and Thas in 1978 [6]. 
If S = (P, B, 1) is an SPG with parameters s, t, (Y, ,& then it is easy to 
show that IPI = u = 1 + (t + 1) ~(1 + t(s - GI + 1)/p) and v(t + 1) = b(s + l), 
where b = \Bl. An SPG with LT = 1 is called a partial quadrangle. Partial 
quadrangles were introduced and studied by Cameron in 1974 [4]. An SPG 
is a partial geometry [l] iff p = (t + 1)a. If p # (t + l)a, then t > s [6]. 
Further, the dual of an SPG is again an SPG iff s = t or S is a partial 
geometry [5]. Finally, we notice that the point graph of an SPG is a strongly 
regular graph with v vertices, valency (t + l)s, p!, = (s - 1) + t(a - l), 
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Several examples of proper SPG, i.e., SPG with ,D # (t + .l)a, are known 
[6]. Here we propose a new construction method for proper SPG. 
2. SPG REGULI 
An SPG regulus is a set R of m-dimensional subspaces 
PG”‘(m, q),..., PG(‘)(m, q), r > 1, of PG(n, q), satisfying: 
(a) PG”‘(m, q) n PG’j’(m, q) = 0 for all i # j. 
(b) If PG(m + 1, q) contains PG”‘(m, q), then it has a point in 
common with 0 or (r (a > 0) spaces in R - {PG”‘(m, q)!. If PG(m + 1, q) 
has no point in common with PG”‘(m, q) for all j # i, then it is called a 
tangent (m + 1) space of R at PG”‘(m, q). 
(c) If the point x of PG(n, q) is not contained in an element of R, then 
it is contained in a constant number B (f? > 0) of tangent (m + 1) spaces of 
R. 
By considering all the (m + 1)-dimensional spaces through PG”‘(m, q), we 
obtain a(q - 1) / (r - l)(qm+’ - l), and we see that the number of tangent 
(m + 1) spaces of R at PG”‘(m, q) equals (qnem - l)/(q - 1) - (Y - 1)/a x 
(4 
m+l - l)/(q - 1). By counting the number of ordered pairs (tangent 
(m + 1) space PG(m + 1, q) of R, point of PG(m + 1, q) not in an element of 
R), we obtain 
e = ((a(q”-m - 1) - (Y - l)(qm+l - 1)) rqm+‘)/a((qn+’ - 1) -- r(qm+’ - 1)). 
(1) 
By Y > 1 and (a) we clearly have n > 2m + 1. 
3. PARTICULAR CASES 
Case 3.1. Let n=2m+ 1. 
Then there are no tangent (m + 1) spaces, and so a = Y - 1. 
Case 3.2. Let n = 2m + 2. 
Then any two tangent (m + I) spaces at distinct elements of R intersect. 
Let PG(m + 1, q) be a fixed tangent (m + 1) space of R at PG”‘(m, q), and 
let us count the ordered pairs (PG’(m + 1, q), x), with PG’(m + 1, q) a 
tangent Cm+ 1) space at PG”‘(m, q), i # j, and 
(x} = PG(m + 1, q) r\ PG’(m + 1, q). We obtain 
(2) 
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By comparison with (l), we have 
a=r*(qm+‘- l)-r(q*m+*+qm+1-2)+qzm+3- 1 
42 m+2 _ 1) - (q**+3 - 1) 
(3) 
Case 3.3. For all i E { 1, 2 ,..., I}, the union of the tangent (m + 1) spaces 
at PG”‘(m, q) is a PG(n - m - 1, q) (n f 2m t 1). 
Then clearly, 
a(q”-m - 1)-(Y- l)(qm+‘- l)qm+, + qm+‘- 1 = q”-“- 1 
4q - 1) q-1 q-l ’ 
i.e. 
r - l= Clqn-**-‘. (4) 
Now suppose that for a set R of m-dimensional subspaces of PG(n, q) 
conditions (a) and (b) in the definition of SPG regulus are satisfied, and 
moreover that at each PG”‘(m, q) E R, the union of all tangent (m + 1) 
spaces is a PG(n - m - 1, q) (assume n # 2m + 1). Then, clearly (4) is 
satisfied. For any point xi of PG(n, q) not contained in an element of R, let ti 
be the number of tangent (m + 1) spaces containing xi. Then, 
~,i=(a(q”-m-l)-(r-l)(q~+1-l))rq~+~=(qn-2~-’-l)~q~+’ 
4s - 1) q-l ’ 
and 
-y *,tt, _ 1) = t4f-m - 1) - (r - l)(q”+ l - 1)) T(T - 1) 
Yl I 4s - 1) 
= @I-**-l - l)r(r- 1) 
q-l . 
Hence, C r: = (q”-2mp1 - 1) T(T - 1 + qmt ‘)/(q - 1). Since the number of 
points xi not contained in an element of R equals (q”+’ - l)/(q - 1) - 
47 mtl - l)/(q - l), we have ((q”+ * - l)/(q - 1) - r(q*+’ - l)/(q - 1)) X 
c t: - (C ti)* > 0. c onsequently, r < 1 + q@+‘)‘*, with equality if an only if 
ti is a constant 0, if and only if R is an SPG regulus. 
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4. SEMI-PARTIAL GEOMETRIES ARISING FROM SPG REGULI 
Let R be an SPG regulus, i.e., let R be a set of m-dimensional subspaces 
PG”‘(m, q),..., PG(‘)(m, q), r > 1, of PG(n, q), satisfying (a)--(c) of Section 2. 
Now we embed PG(n, q) as a hyperplane in PG(n + 1, q), and we define an 
incidence structure S = (P, B, I) of points and lines as follows: Points of S 
are the points in PG(n + 1, q) - PG(n, q). Lines of S are the (m + l)- 
dimensional subspaces of PG(n + 1, q) which contain an element of R, but 
are not contained in PG(n, q). Incidence is that of PG(n + 1, q). We show 
that S is a semi-partial geometry (SPG). 
It is clear that S satisfies axioms (i) and (ii) in the definition of SPG, with 
Szqm+‘- 1 and t=r-1. Let L = PG(m + 1, q) E B and x E P, 
x & PG(m + 1, q). If PG(m + 2, q) is the space defined by x and 
PG(m + 1, q), then the number of points of S which are incident with L and 
collinear with x equals the number of elements in R which have exactly one 
point in common with PG(m + 2, q) n PG(n, q), hence, equals 0 or a. SO, 
also axiom (iv) is satisfied. To check axiom (iii), let us consider two 
noncollinear points xi and x2 of S. The point of PG(n, q) which is on the line 
x1x2 of PG(n + 1, q), is denoted by U. Notice that u is contained in no 
element of R. If xi, z E PG”‘(m + 1, q) E B, i = 1, 2, then the points U, 
xiz nPG(n, q), x2z nPG(n, q) are collinear in PG(n, q) and the (m + 1). 
dimensional space generated by u and PG”‘(m + 1, q) n PG(n, q) E R 
contains a point of PG”‘(m + 1, q) A PG(n, q) E R, with {i,j} = { 1, 2). 
Conversely, if the (m t 1)-dimensional space generated by 
PG’@(m, q) E R and u contains a point of PGck’)(m, q) E R, k # k’, then 
x1 PGck’(m,q) n x,PG(k’)(m,q) # 0 and x,PG’k’(m,q) n x, PG(k’)(m,q) # 0. 
It easily follows that axiom (iii), in the definition of SPG, is satisfied, with 
,u = (r - @a. So we have proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM. The incidence structure S arising from the SPG regulus R is 
a semi-partial geometry with parameters s = qm+ ’ - 1, t = r - 1, a = a, and 
p = (r - 0)a = r(r - l)(qm+’ - l)(q”+’ - a)/(q”+’ - 1 - r(qm-” - 1)). 
COROLLARY. For any SPG regulus R with B# 0, i.e., with 
a(qnpm - 1) # (r - l)(qm+l - l), we have r > qmtl. 
ProoJ: Let S be the SPG which corresponds to the SPG regulus R. If S 
is not a partial geometry, then by [6] we have t > s or equivalently r > qm+‘. 
Clearly, S is a partial geometry if and only if p = (t t l)a, i.f and only if 
e= 0. 
Particular Cases 
Case a. If n = 2m + 1, then S is a net of order s + 1 = q” ” and degree 
t+l=r. 
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Case b. Ifn=2m+2,thenShasparameterss=qm+’-l,t=r--1, 
and 
a = ?(qm+’ - 1) - r(q*m+* + qm+’ - 2) + q*m+3 - 1 
42 *+* - 1) _ cq*m+3 _ 1) 
P= 
r(r- l)(q”+‘- l)(Y-(qm++ + 1)) 
r(q m+* - l)- (q*m+3 _ 1) ' . 
Case c. Suppose that for all i E (1, 2,..., r} the union of the tangent 
(m + 1) spaces at PG”‘(m, q) is a PG(n -m - 1, q) (n # 2m + 1). Then S 
has parameters S=qm+‘- 1, cnt I)/2 t=q 3 a=q *It-(n/2) t (?/*I 3 
p = qm+l(qm+’ - 1). 
5. EASY EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let R be a set of r mutually disjoint m-dimensional 
subspaces of a PG(2m + 1, q). Then R is an SPG regulus and the 
corresponding SPG is a net of order s + 1 = q”+ ’ and degree t + 1 = r. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let V be a fixed (n - m - 1)-dimensional subspace of a 
given PG(n, q), and suppose that R is a partition into m-dimensional 
subspaces of PG(n, q) - V. Then R is an SPG regulus and the corresponding 
geometry S has parameters s=q”‘+‘--1, t=q”-“‘-1, o=qmt’-1, 
p = q-yqm+’ - 1). Hence S is a dual net. 
6. SPG REGULI AND HERMITIAN VARIETIES 
Let H(n, q2) be a nonsingular Hermitian variety [S] of PG(n, q’), n > 2, 
and assume that R is a spread of H(n, q2), i.e., a partition of the point set of 
H(n, q’) by totally singular subspaces of maximal dimension. If II is odd, we 
have Example 5.1. So assume that n is even. Then 1 R / = q”+’ + 1 181. If 
PG(n/2, q*) contains PG”‘((n/2) - 1, q2) E R, then it has a point in common 
with 0 or q”- ’ spaces in R - {PG”‘((n/2) - 1, q*)}. Now, by Case 3.3, R is 
an SPG regulus, and by Section 4 (particular case c) the corresponding SPG 
S has parameters s = q” - 1, t = qn+‘, a = qn-‘, ,u = qn(qn - 1). ’ 
If n = 2, then S is an SPG with parameters s = q2 - 1, t = q3, a = q, 
p = q* (q2 - 1). This SPG was already introduced in [6]. For n > 2, the 
parameter sets seem to be new. Unfortunately, for n > 2 no spread of 
H(n, q*) is known. Also we notice that it was proved that H(3, q”) and 
H(4,4) have no spread [3, 21. 
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7. SPG REGULI AND QUADRICS 
Case 7.1. Let Q(2m + 2, q) be a nonsingular quadric [8] of 
PG(2m + 2, q), m 2 0, and assume that R is a spread of it, i.e., a partition of 
the point set of Q(2m + 2, q) by totally singular subspaces of maximal 
dimension. 
Clearly, conditions (a) and (b) of Section 2 are satisfied, and for all i there 
is just one tangent (m + 1) space at PG”‘(m, q) E R. Moreover, we have 
lR 1 = qmt 1 + 1 < q(d I)/* + 1. So by Case 3.3, R is no SPG regulus. 
Case 7.2. Let Qt (2m + 1, q) be the nonsingular quadric of projective 
index [8] m in PG(2m + l,q), m> 1. If R is a spread of Q’(2m + l,q) 
(then necessarily m is odd), we again have Example 5.1. 
Case 7.3. Let Q-(2m + 3, q)be the nonsingular quadric of projective 
index m in PG(2m + 3, q), m > 0. A spread R of Q-(2m + 3, q) contains 
9 m + * + 1 elements. Clearly, conditions (a) and (b) of Section 2 are satisfied, 
with a = 9”‘. Since IR ( = q’“+ ‘)‘* + 1, R is an SPG regulus by Case 3.3. The 
parameters of the corresponding SPG S are s = qmtl - 1, t = qmt2, a = q”‘, 
p = qm+1 (qm+’ - 1). 
For m=O, we have s=q- 1, t=q*, a= 1, p=q(q- I), and so S is a 
partial quadrangle. This class of partial quadrangles is due to Cameron [ 4 1. 
For m = 1 the SPG has parameters s = q2 - 1, t = q3, a = q, ,u = q* (q* - 1). 
These are also the parameters of the SPGs arising from the unitals of 
PW, q*) [61. F or m > 1, we obtain new parameter sets. 
In the next section, we construct spreads of Q-(2m + 3, q). 
8. SPREADS OF Q-(2m + 3, q) 
8.1. Spreads of Q-(5, q) 
Case a (Construction by a field extension). Let Q-(5, q) be the 
nonsingular quadric of projective index 1 in PG(5, q). Now we consider the 
quadratic extension GF(q*) of GF(q), and the corresponding extension 
Q’(5, q*) (of projective index 2) of Q-(5, q). It is easy to show that there 
are 2q3(q2 + l)(q - 1) planes on Qf (5, q*) which have no point in PG(5, q). 
Suppose that rc is such a plane. Let x be a point of Q-(5, q). There is exactly 
one line L over GF(q*) which contains x and which intersects 71 and its 
conjugate z’ with respect to GF(q*). Clearly, L is a line of PG(5, q). Since L 
is incident with at least three points of Qt (5, q’), L is a line of Q’(5, q’), 
and consequently, also a line of Q-(5, q). Evidently, the set R = 
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1L II x E Q-(5, d,' is a line spread of Q-(5, q). Such a line spread will be 
called a regular line spread of Q-(5, q). 
Let L and M be distinct lines of R and let PG(3, q) be the space generated 
by L and M. If T is the quadratic regulus of PG(3, q) n Q-(5, q) which 
contains L and M, then it is easy to see that T c R. It is possible to show 
that this property characterizes the regular spreads of Q-(5, q). 
Remark 1. By [ 111, one deduces easily that the set of all points L f? 71 
(resp. L rl~‘) is a nonsingular Hermitian curve [S] of rc (resp. 7~‘). It follows 
that the SPG which corresponds to this spread of Q-(5, q) is isomorphic to 
the SPG arising from a Hermitian curve of PG(2, q2) [6]. 
Remark 2. By a similar construction we obtain a line spread U of the 
nonsingular quadric Q-(4n + 1, q) (resp. Q+(4n + 3, q)) of projective index 
2n - 1 (resp. 2n + 1) in PG(4n + 1, q) (resp. PG(4n + 3, q)). Here rr is a 2n- 
dimensional (resp. (2n + 1)dimensional) space and by [9, 121 the set of all 
points L n 71 is a nonsingular Hermitian variety H of 7~. Assume that T is a 
hypothetical spread of H by totally singular subspaces of maximal dimension 
n - 1 (resp. n). The elements of T are denoted by V, ,..., I’,,,,,,, i. The union 
of the lines L E U with L f? Vi f 0 is denoted by Si. Then clearly, 
1s 1 ,***, Sqz”+‘+ 1 I is a spread of Q-(4n + l,q) (resp. Q’(4n + 3, q)) by 
totally singular subspaces of maximal dimension 2n - 1 (resp. 2n + 1). 
Remark 3. It is well known that the generalized quadrangle Q-(5, q) is 
isomorphic to the dual of the generalized quadrangle H(3, q’) [ 151. A 
Hermitian curve on H(3, q2) is an example of an ovoid of H(3, q*), i.e., a set 
of q3 + 1 points no two of which are collinear in the generalized quadrangle. 
This translates into a set of q3 + 1 lines of Q-(5, q), no two of which are 
concurrent. So there arises a line spread of Q-(5, q). It is easily seen that 
this spread is the regular line spread. 
Case b (Spreads of Q-(5, q) arising from the regular line spread). Let 
R be the regular line spread of Q-(5, q) and let H be the corresponding 
Hermitian curve of the plane 71. Let M, , M,,... be distinct lines of rr such that 
~M,nH~=~+l,foralli,andMin~i~HH,foralliandj,i#j.Thelines 
L or R for which L n 71 EM, constitute a quadratic regulus Vi in some 
PG”‘(3, q). Let VT denote the opposite regulus of Vi. Then 
(R-((I/,UV,U...))U(V~UV~U...)isagainalinespreadofQ-(5,q). 
Case c (Spreads of Q-(5, q) as intersections of spreads of Q(6,q)). Let 
v be a spread of Q(6, q) by totally singular planes. Such spreads are known 
to exist for all q, except possibly for q odd with q = 1 (mod 6) [lo]. Now, let 
PG(5, q) be a hyperplane of PG(6, q) for which PG(5, q)n Q(6, q) is a 
nonsingular quadric Q- (5, q) of projective index 1. Then, the intersections of 
PG(5, q) and the elements of V clearly constitute a line spread R of 
Q-(5,9). In [13], ‘t 1 is shown that such a R is never regular. 
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Case d (Spreads of Q-(5, q) arising from line spreads of YG(3,q)). Let 
L be a fixed line of Q-(5, q) and let PG(3, q) be a given subspace of 
PG(5, q) which is skew to L. The intersection of PG(3,q) and the polar 
space of L with respect to Q-(5, q), is denoted by M. Let T be a line spread 
of PG(3, q) which contains M. If Mi E T - (M}, then let PG”‘(3, q) be the 
space generated by L and Mi. The quadratic regulus on PG”‘(3, q) f~ 
Q-(5, q) which contains L is denoted by Vi. Then lJj Vi clearly is a line 
spread of Q-(5, q). Hence, with every line spread of PG(3, s) containing M, 
there corresponds a line spread of Q-(5, q). 
Remark 4. This construction can be generalized to obtain line spreads 
of Q-(4~2 + 1, q) and Q’(4n + 3, q). 
8.2. Spreads of Q-(2m + 3, q), m > 1 
Case a. Let V be a spread of Q(2m + 4, q) by totally singular subspaces 
of maximal dimension m + 1. It is easy to show 171 that such spreads exist 
for all even 4. Now, let PG(2m + 3,q) be a hyperplane of PG(2m + 4, q) for 
which PG(2m + 3,q) n (2m + 4, q) is a nonsingular quadric Q-(2m + 3, q) 
of projective index m. Then the intersections of PG(2m + 3, q) and the 
elements of V clearly constitute a spread R of Q-(2m + 3, q) by totally 
singular spaces of maximal dimension m. 
Case b. By Remark 2, a spread R of QP(4n + 1, q) by totally singular 
subspaces of maximal dimension 2n - 1 arises from each (hypothetical) 
spread of the Hermitian variety H(2n, q2) by totally singular subspaces of 
maximal dimension n - 1. 
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